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Abstract
Cross-sectioning study has been widely used to explore the 3D micro-structures of materials. In such a study, a 3D material sample is continuously cross-sectioned into slices
which are then turned into an image sequence using microscopy. We can then detect
and extract the micro-structures of interest from the obtained image sequence. Many
3D micro-structures, such as fibers, can be efficiently and accurately extracted by applying object tracking through the image sequence. In this chapter, we introduce the
use of recursive tracking methods, such as Kalman filters, to track the structures of interest through image sequences. In particular, we take the tracking of large-scale fibers
from continuous fiber reinforced composite materials as an example to describe the
design of the tracking model and algorithm. We also discuss several other important
issues in large-scale fiber tracking, such as the multiple-fiber association, tracking with
large inter-slice distance, the initialization of the tracking states, and the evaluation of
tracking performance.

Fast and accurate characterization of micro-structures plays an important role for
material scientists to analyze physical properties of materials and can help facilitate the new material design and development. In materials science, this is usually
vii
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achieved by cross-sectioning study [16] – continuously cross-sectioning a 3D material sample for a sequence of 2D microscopic images, followed by image analysis to
detect, segment and reconstruct the 3D structures of interest from the obtained image sequence. Many micro-structures, such as fibers in continuous fiber reinforced
composite materials, can be efficiently and accurately extracted by detecting and
tracking their cross-sections along the obtained microscopic image sequence [16].
In this chapter, we will study the use of tracking for the micro-structures from the
material image sequence.
Object tracking has been well studied in radar signal processing and video analysis [4]. In this chapter, we introduce the use of object tracking, particularly the recursive Kalman-filter tracking algorithm [9], to extract the 3D micro-structures from
cross-sectioned material image sequences. Specifically, we will take fiber tracking
from continuous fiber reinforced composite materials as an example, where the tracking states are simply the fiber location on each slice and its location change between
adjacent slices. We will then focus on addressing several specific issues in large-scale
fiber tracking. First, the tracking objects, e.g., the fibers, are of large scale, crowded
and show similar appearance and to track all of them simultaneously, it is important to
associate them correctly from slice to slice. Second, to speed up the cross-sectioning
study for the underlying micro-structures, sparse sampling along the sequence, i.e.,
using larger inter-slice distance in cross sectioning is usually desired. We will study
the effect of sampling sparsity to the tracking accuracy. Third, compared with the
radar or video tracking over a long sequence, material image sequences may contain a much smaller number of slices, especially under sparse sampling. As a result,
we need to construct more accurate initialization of the tracking states to make the
tracking converge quickly. Finally, objective evaluation of the proposed tracking is a
challenging issue given the large number of the objects (e.g., fibers) and the difficulty
to construct all the ground truth.
0.1

Tracking and Kalman Filters

Kalman filter is one of the most widely used tracking models [9]. It is a probabilistic
model that recursively updates the tracking target/object’s state through the image
sequence. Let si be the state of the target (e.g., location, velocity, acceleration) at slice
(or time for temporal tracking) i. In Kalman filter, we first define the state transition
from slice i − 1 to slice i by
(1)
si = Asi−1 + wi−1 ,
where A is the n×n state transition matrix, with n being the dimension of the tracking
state s, and w is the noise for the state transition.
We further define the observation model by
oi = Hsi + ri

(2)

where oi is the observation of the target on slice i with dimension m, H is the m ×
n observation matrix, and r is the noise for observation. Typically, Gaussian noise
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model are used for the transition noise w and the observation noise r, i.e.,
wi ∼ N (0, Q)

(3)

∼ N (0, R) .

(4)

ri

As in many other tracking applications, here we assume that the noise models do not
change from one slice to another.
Kalman filter is a recursive Bayesian filter that carries out tracking slice by
slice [9]. Based on the observation and tracking on slices 1, 2, · · · , i − 1, a recursive
Bayesian filter first makes a prediction of the state of the tracking target on slice i by
following
 Z


p si | Oi−1 = p si | si−1 p si−1 | Oi−1 dsi−1
(5)
∞


where
= o1 , o2 , . . . , oi−1 are the target observations on slices 1, 2, · · · , i − 1.
After that, by considering the observation on the slice i, a correction step is taken to
update the predicted state of the target to accomplish the tracking on slice i by



 1
(6)
p si | Oi = p si | oi , Oi−1 = p oi | si p si | Oi−1
Z
where Z is the normalization constant.

By defining p si | si−1 and p oi | si using Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively,
Kalman-filter tracking algorithm can be written in a matrix form as follows [9].
Oi−1

Kalman-filter tracking from slice i − 1 to slice i
1. Prediction: estimate the target state at slice i as
ŝi = Asi−1

(7)

and calculate the prior estimate error covariance as
P̂i = APi−1 AT + Q,

(8)

where si−1 and Pi−1 are the posterior state estimate and the posterior estimate
error covariance at slice i − 1.
2. Correction: compute the posterior state estimate at slice i as
si = ŝi + K i (oi − Hŝi )

(9)

and compute the posterior estimate error covariance at slice i as
Pi = (I − K i H)P̂i ,

(10)

where I is an identity matrix and K i is the Kalman gain at slice i:
−1
.
K i = P̂i H T H P̂i H T + R

(11)

x
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Figure 1 Two adjacent slices (microscopy images) from an S200 FRC material image sequence. The inter-slice distance between these two slices is 1µm.

0.2

Fiber Tracking using Kalman Filter

Fiber reinforced composite (FRC) materials materials have been widely used in modern industry [10, 18] because their strength and stiffness are far better than those of
traditional materials [18]. These superior properties of FRC materials are largely dependent on the micro-structure of the reinforced fibers. For example, the strength of
an FRC material is generally much higher along the direction of reinforced fibers
than the direction that is perpendicular to the fibers. Fast and accurate characterization of the underlying fiber micro-structure can substantially speed up the design and
development of new composite materials. In this following, we describe the use of
Kalman filter for tracking fibers through the FRC image sequences.
Figure 1 shows two adjacent slices (microscopy images) from a S200 FRC material image sequence. S200 is an amorphous SiNC matrix reinforced by continuous
Nicalon fibers.
0.2.1

Fiber Detection

When Kalman-filter tracking moves to a new slice, we need to first detect the tracking targets on this slice as the observations, which are allowed to contain noise as
modeled by r in Eq. (2). In the computer vision and image processing communities,
a large variety of the object detection methods have been developed for detecting
different kinds of targets, based on their colors, textures, shape and other features.
For the fiber tracking, from Figure 1 we can see that the 2D cross-sections of fibers
are usually of an ellipsoidal shape. Therefore, we can detect them using an ellipse
detection algorithm.
We first apply the EM/MPM algorithm [6] to segment the image slice into fiber
(foreground) and non fiber (background) regions. As shown in Figure 2(b), three segments are obtained using EM/MPM, where the red segment indicates the fiber region
and the black/white segments indicate the non-fiber regions, including void, coating
and SiC matrix. EM/MPM is a Markov Random Field (MRF) based pixel labeling
technique that minimizes the expected number of mis-segmented pixels. The pixel la-
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Figure 2 An illustration of fiber detection. (a): original image; (b): EM/MPM segmentation;
(c): ellipse detection; (d): enlarged detection.

beling problem is formularized as the maximization of the posterior marginal (MPM)
problem, and model parameters are estimated by the EM algorithm. EM/MPM has
been found to be very effective in segmenting various materials-science images
[6, 20]. From the fiber region, we extract a set of connected components, each of
which is treated as a candidate of a fiber.
We apply Sobel operator to detect the boundary of each connected component,
which is then fitted by an ellipse using a set of ellipse geometry constraints [21].
We then take the locations (the center coordinates) of the fitted ellipses as the fiber
observations on this slice and use them for the fiber tracking.
Note that fiber detection is not perfect. Other than the possible inaccuracies in
detecting the fiber (ellipse) centers and boundaries, both false positives and false
negatives may occur in the fiber detection, as indicated in Fig.2(c), given the image
noise and blurs. In addition, 3D fiber may be cropped by the image boundary when
extending from one slice to another. As a result, a fiber tracked from previous slices
may not have a corresponding observation on a new slice and a detected fiber on the
new slice may not have a corresponding fiber track from previous slices.
0.2.2

Model Parameters

The first step in using Kalman filter for tracking is to choose appropriate model parameters, including the definition of the tracking states, the transition matrix, the
observation matrix, and both the transition and the observation noise model parameters. For the proposed fiber tracking, we assume that the 3D fibers to be tracked are
highly smooth without quick turnings. This way, we define the state s = (x, y, vx , vy )T
to describe the corresponding fiber in 2D slices, where z = (x, y)T is the fiber location (e.g., ellipse center) and (vx , vy ) is the fiber velocity (e.g., fiber location change
between neighboring slices), in horizontal and vertical directions respectively.
For simplicity, we define the transition matrix


1 0 1 0
 0 1 0 1 

A=
(12)
 0 0 1 0 ,
0 0 0 1
from which we can see that, the new location of the fiber can be estimated by adding
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the velocity (offset) to the old location of the fiber in the previous slice. The change
of the velocity from one slice to the next slice is modeled by the transition noise w.
From Section 0.2.1, the observation of a fiber is its location, i.e., the center of the
ellipse. Therefore, we define the observation matrix


1 0 0 0
.
(13)
H=
0 1 0 0
For the transition and observation noises, we set them to be zero-mean Gaussian
as in Eq. (4). Typically, in Kalman-filter tracking the covariance matrices of the two
noise models should be very small if the underlying tracking path is very smooth.
Based on this consideration, we set the covariance matrices Q and R to be diagonal
matrices with constant diagonal element of 10−3 for fiber tracking.
0.2.3

Multiple Fiber Association

Kalman filter described above is developed for tracking a single target (fiber) – each
fiber is tracked by a Kalman filter with sequential steps of prediction and correction using its observation in the new slice. From Figures 1 and 2, we can see that
we need simultaneously track hundreds or thousands of fibers. This is a large-scale
multiple target tracking problem and an important step in multiple target tracking is
association – deciding the correspondence between the fiber predications and fiber
observations. Different from many other tracking problems, all the fiber observations
share similar appearance and shape and it is difficult to distinguish them using their
appearance and shape features. Instead, we examine the spatial proximity to associate
the fiber predictions and their observations.
When tracking moves into a new slice i, we have a set of N fiber predictions
i N

M
ŝ p p=1 derived from the previous slices and a set of M fiber observations oiq q=1
detected on the new slice. For simplicity, we drop the subscript i and denote the
 N

M
predictions and observations as ŝ p p=1 and oq q=1 , respectively, when it does
not introduce any ambiguity. The goal of association is to build a correspondence
between them, i.e., for each prediction, find its corresponding observation.
If the inter-slice distance is small, the 3D shapes of fibers are smooth, and the 2D
fiber detections (i.e., fiber observations) contain low noise, we expect that the prediction of a fiber exhibits a good spatial proximity to its corresponding observation in
the new slice. In this section, we introduce two algorithms, a greedy search algorithm
and a global matching algorithm, for constructing the fiber association.
The greedy search algorithm can be summarized as
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Greedy Search Algorithm for Fiber Association

M
1. Initialize the pool of available observations as O = oq q=1 .
2. Initialize p = 1.
3. For the fiber prediction ŝ p , find from the current observation pool an fiber observation oq∗ with the smallest Euclidean distance, i.e.,
q∗ = arg min kẑ p − oq k2 ,
oq ∈O

(14)

where ẑ p is the location (first two dimensions) of the fiber prediction ŝ p .
4. If kẑ p − oq∗ k2 < TL , we associate ŝ p and oq∗ and remove the observation oq∗ from
the pool O, i.e.,
O = O \ oq∗ ,
(15)
where TL is a preset threshold. Otherwise, there is no observation associated to the
fiber prediction ŝ p .
5. Increase p = p + 1 and go back to Step 3, until p > N.
The operation in Eq. (15) ensures that no two observations can be associated
to a same prediction because in the proposed fiber tracking, different fibers do not
merge or spatially overlap with each other. From this algorithm, we can also see that
it is allowed that a prediction to have no associated observation because the observations may contain false negatives (missing detections in Section 0.2.1). Similarly, the
observation pool O may not empty when the algorithm completes since the observations may contain false positives in the fiber detection described in Section 0.2.1.
The threshold TL plays a critical role in identifying such false negatives and false
positives.
This greedy search algorithm has one problem – the results are dependent on
the processing order of the fiber predictions. For example, if an observation is the
closest one to two different predictions and the its association will be the prediction
that is processed earlier. In multiple target tracking, it is usually desired that the
association results are independent of the processing order of the targets. One way
to address this problem is to formulate a global association cost, and then find a
globally optimal solution that minimizes the association cost. To ensure the one-onone matching between the predictions and observations, we can formulate it as a
bipartite perfect matching problem.
More specifically, we add M dummy predictions and N dummy observations to
the original fiber predictions and observations respectively such that the total number
of predictions and the total number of observations are all extended to M + N. We
then find the bipartite matching [11] – one-on-one matching between M + N predictions and M + N observations to construct the association. As illustrated in Figure 3,
this global matching algorithm for association can summarized as follows:
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Figure 3 (Placeholder) An illustration of the global-matching based association. (a) Dummy
predictions/observations and the matching cost between predictions and observations. (b) A
bipartite matching between the predictions and observations.

Global Matching Algorithm for Fiber Association
 M+N
1. Extend the N predictions to M + N predictions ŝ p p=1 by adding M dummy
 M+N
predictions ŝ p p=N+1 .

M+N
2. Extend the M observations to M + N observations oq q=1 by adding N dummy

M+N
observations oq q=M+1 .
3. Between each prediction and each observation, define a matching cost φ (·, ·). If
p ≤ N and q ≤ M, we define
φ (ŝ p , oq ) = kẑ p − oq k2 ,
which describes the matching cost between a real prediction and a real observation
using their Euclidean distance. For the matching costs involving dummy predictions/observations, their definitions are illustrated in Figure 3(a). More specifically, if p > N and q > M, we define
φ (ŝ p , oq ) = 0
and if p > N or q > M but not both, we define

TG if q = p − N or p = q − M
φ (ŝ p , oq ) =
∞ otherwise,
where TG is a preset (dummy) cost. Similar to the threshold TL in the greedy search
algorithm, TG provides a threshold of the Euclidean distance for identifying the
false-positive and false-negative detections in the observations.
4. Find a bipartite (one-on-one) matching between M + N predictions and M + N
observations with the minimum total matching cost
M+N

∑

φ (ŝ p , oq(p) ),
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There are many bipartite matching algorithms that can find the global optimal
solution in Step 4. The most widely used one is the Hungarian algorithm [11], which
finds the optimal bipartite matching by iteratively performing vertex labeling and
path augmenting to the underlying bipartite graph. Hungarian algorithm has a time
complexity of O((M + N)3 ).
Both the greedy-search algorithm and the global matching algorithm identify the
false positives and false negatives in the fiber detection. In using Kalman filter for
fiber tracking, we use different strategies to handle the cases of false positives and
false negatives when the tracking moving into a new slice. For false positives in
the observations, there are not associated to any fiber prediction, we simply discard
them. For false negatives in the observations, we actually have tracked fibers without
corresponding observations in the new slice. For such fibers, we can divide them into
two cases: if the predicted location of such a fiber is outside the image perimeter,
we stop tracking this fiber into the new slice; if the predicted location of such a fiber
is still inside the image perimeter, we take its predicted location and velocity as the
tracking state on the new slice, without the step of correction, and continue tracking
into the next slice.
0.3

Tracking Performance Evaluation

To achieve objective and quantitative performance evaluation, we manually annotate
fibers on the tested image sequences as the ground truth, which include the annotation
of the fiber centers on each 2D slice and the linking of annotated 2D fiber centers
between slices. Given the tracked fibers and the ground-truth fibers, we can then
examine the coincidence of of them on each slice – the better the coincidence, the
better the tracking performance. In the following, we focus on introducing several
metrics that have been used for other multi-target tracking tasks and can be used for
evaluating the proposed large-scale fiber tracking.
On each slice i, we have the 2D locations of the tracked fibers and the 2D locations of the ground-truth fibers. We match them by using the same global bipartite
matching algorithm that is developed in Section 0.2.3 for association - here we also
use the Hungarian algorithm. Note that the number of tracked fibers and the number of ground-truth fibers may be different, similarly, we introduce dummy tracked
fibers and dummy ground-truth fibers with a threshold cost TG as described in section 0.2.3. Based on the bipartite matching results, we can compute f pi , the number
of false positives, and f ni , the number of false negatives, on each slice i.
In addition, based on the matching results on two neighboring slices i − 1 and
i, we can find the fiber tracks that switch its identity. More specifically, if a same
tracked fiber is matched two different ground truth fibers on slice i − 1 and slice i
(note that the global matching is performed on each slice independently), we count it
as one identity switch on slice i. We denote the number of identity switches on slice
i as mmi .
Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) By combining the number of false
positives ( f p), false negatives ( f n) and the identity switches/mismatches (mm) on
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each slice, we can define the Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA)
MOTA = 1 −

∑i ( f pi + f ni + mmi )
,
∑i gi

(16)

where gi is the number of ground-truth fibers on slice i. We can see that MOTA is a
comprehensive metric and the higher the MOTA, the better the tracking performance.
Multiple Object Tracking Precision (MOTP) For the tracked fibers that are successfully matched to corresponding ground truth on each slice, we can also measure their
matching precision using the Euclidean distance between their locations. Let di be
the sum of the Euclidean distances between the matched pairs of tracked fibers and
ground-truth fibers, excluding the false positives and false negatives. We can define
the Multiple Object Tracking Precision (MOTP) as
∑i di
,
∑i ci

MOT P =

(17)

where ci is the number of matched pairs of the tracked fibers and ground-truth fibers
on slice i. The lower the MOTP, the better the tracking performance. Note that,
MOTP only reflects the precision of the tracked fibers that are well aligned with
the ground-truth fibers and does not reflect the number of false positives and false
negatives.
Identity Switch (IDSW) By summing up the number of identity switches over all
the slices, we can define a metric
IDSW = ∑ mmi .

(18)

i

This metric reflects the occurrences of the tracked fibers that switch from one groundtruth fiber to another between neighboring slices. The lower the IDSW, the better the
tracking performance.
Mostly Tracked (MT) and Mostly Lost (ML) Based on the matching results on each
slice i, we examine each ground-truth fiber whether it is tracked or not – if it is
matched to a tracked fiber, we consider this ground truth fiber is tracked on slice i.
Otherwise, we consider this ground-truth fiber is lost on slice i. For each 3D groundtruth fiber, if it is tracked on more than 80% of slices, we consider this 3D fiber is
mostly tracked. The Mostly Tracked (MT) metric is defined as the total number of
fibers that are mostly tracked over all the slices. Similarly, if a 3D ground-truth fiber
is lost on more than 80% of slices, we consider this 3D fiber is mostly lost. The
Mostly (ML) metric is defined as the total number of fibers that are mostly lost over
all the slices.
In practice, the construction of the ground truth is not a trivial problem. It is
usually difficult to manually annotate all the fibers in the image sequence since i)
the number of fibers is of large scale, e.g., thousands to hundreds of thousands in
an image sequence, ii) some 3D fibers may not be present in all the slices – they
may get out of image perimeter when moving from one slice to another, iii) fibers
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are crowded and the inter-slice linking may be difficult for some of them, especially
when the inter-slice distance is large and the location of a fiber from one slice to
another may show poor continuity. In this work, we construct the ground truth by
annotating as many full 3D fibers as possible from an image sequence. Here full 3D
fibers mean that such fibers are present in all the slices in the image sequence.
This introduces a problem in using the above metrics for quantitative performance evaluation. The counted f pi false positives may not be all false positives –
some of them may be correctly tracked fibers but they are not annotated in the ground
truth. This may undervalue the real performance of the fiber tracking. To address this
problem, we first prune the tracked fibers that are far away from the ground truth
fibers and then use the remaining tracked fibers for computing the above five metrics
 I
against the ground-truth fibers. Specifically, a tracked fiber zi i=1 , where zi is the
tracked-fiber center at slice i, is pruned if
∑Ii=1 d(kzi − zig k2 < TG )
< to
I

(19)

where zig the center of the ground-truth fiber that matches the tracked fiber zi on slice
i, and d(·) is an indicator function which equals to 1 if the condition is satisfied and
0 otherwise. We set to = 50% and find that this is not a very strict condition – it does
not overly prune the tracked fibers and reduce much the recall. Specifically, we find
out that, after applying this step of pruning, the remaining number of tracked fibers
is usually similar to the number of the annotated ground-truth fibers.
0.4

Testing Data and Sparse Sampling

We tested the above Kalman-filter tracking algorithm on a set of material image
sequences. Specifically, these images are collected in Air Force Research Laboratories (AFRL) using the RoboMet.3D automated serial sectioning instrument [1]. The
tested material is S200, which is an amorphous SiNC matrix reinforced by continuous Nicalon fibers. 100 serial sections are produced with the dense inter-slice distance of 1µm. Because each serial section of the tested S200 sample is too large to be
covered by a single shot of the microscopic image, it is divided into 6 × 6 = 36 tiles.
In the following experiments, we test the performance on three center tiles, which
we named Tile1, Tile2 and Tile3, respectively, and their locations in the original 36
tiles are shown in Figure 4. For each tile, we have an image sequence consisting of
100 slices and the resolution of each slice is 1292 × 968. Two sample slices of a tile
is shown in Figure 1, which contains hundreds of crowded fibers.
While dense sampling with small inter-slice distance ensures high spatial continuity between neighboring slices and can facilitate the tracking of the fibers through
the image sequence, it substantially increases the cross-sectioning and imaging time.
Therefore, sparse sampling in cross-sectioning, i.e., using large inter-slice distance, is
highly desirable in practice. One important problem is whether the proposed Kalmanfilter tracking algorithm can work on a sparsely sample image sequence. To address
this problem, we study the fiber-tracking performance through image sequences with
different sampling sparsities.
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Figure 4 (Placeholder) An illustration of the test data.
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Figure 5 (Placeholder) An illustration of of downsampling for sparse image sequences. (a)
downsampling the image sequence with sparsity C = 5. (b) Sparsely sampled image sequence
started with several densely sampled slices, with which we can make a better initial fiber
velocity estimation. Sampled slices are highlighted in red.

To test the tracking performance under sparsely sampled image sequences, we
downsample the original image sequence. In particular, we skip C ≥ 0 slices before taking the next slice in the original sequence, until the end of original sequence
is reached, to construct such sparsely sampled image sequences. For convenience,
we name parameter C the sparsity: The larger the parameter C, the sparser the constructed image sequence. One issue is that, the constructed image sequences with
large C are much shorter than the original image sequence , e.g., if the original sequence has 100 slices, a sparse sequence with C = 5 only contains around 20 slices,
as shown in Figure 5(a). The tracking performance obtained on such a short sequence
may not be statistically reliable. To alleviate this issue, for a given sparsity C we construct C + 1 image sequences, starting from original slice 1, 2, · · · ,C + 1 respectively.
These C + 1 image sequences did not share any slice. We perform tracking on each
of them independently and then average their performances, e.g., MOTA and MOTP,
as the performance of tracking under the sparsity C. Note that when C = 0, tracking
is directly performed and evaluated on a single image sequence: the original densely
sampled image sequence without any downsampling. In our experiments, we continuously vary the sparsity C from 0 to 19 and examine the tracking performance under
different sparsities.
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Based on the Kalman filter algorithm described in Section 0.1, we also need to
set the initial tracking state on the first slice to start the recursive predictions and
corrections. This state consists of the initial location and velocity of each fiber on the
first slice. The initial locations can directly use the centers of the detected ellipses.
The major issue is the setting of the initial velocity.
When the sparsity C is low, we expect the velocity is also low and we can set a
small or even zero initial velocity for each fiber. The transition model and its noise
as shown in Eq. (1) can quickly adapt the velocity to the correct value in the sliceby-slice tracking. However, when the sparsity C is high, an inaccurate initial velocity
may lead to incorrect fiber predictions that are far from their underlying observations
and result in incorrect fiber association. Meanwhile, with high sparsity C, the image
sequence is much shorter. In this case, the velocity of each fiber may not get adapted
to the correct ones before reaching the end of the sequence.
To address this issue, we propose to start with several dense-sampled image
slices, e.g., the first 5 to 10 slices in the original image sequence, to estimate the
initial velocity of each fiber. In the cross-sectioning study, this just means that we
start with several slices with small inter-slice distance to estimate the initial velocities of the fibers and then sample using the desired larger sparsity for the remaining
image sequence. Note that this first several densely sampled slices only adds a little
bit overhead to the number of cross-sectioning slices and the imaging time. From
these few densely sampled slices, we can carry the proposed Kalman filter tracking
to estimate the velocity of each fiber. We can then multiply this velocity by C to take
it as the initial velocity of this fiber for tracking through the remaining sparsity-C
image sequence, as shown in Figure 5(b).
0.5

Experiment Results

Figure 6 and 7 show the MOTA and MOTP performance of the proposed Kalman
tracking methods using the greedy-search and global-matching algorithms for fiber
association, through three image sequences (tiles) under different sparsity C. In these
results, ‘Kalman-Greedy’ and ‘Kalman-Greedy-PV’ indicate the use of the greedysearch algorithm for association, without and with the use of several densely sampled
slices for initial velocity estimation, respectively. ‘Kalman-Global’ and ‘KalmanGlobal-PV’ indicate the use of the global-matching algorithm for association, without and with the use of several densely sampled slices for initial velocity estimation,
respectively.
We can see that, when the sparsity C is low, the proposed Kalman-filter tracking methods produce satisfactory fiber tracking with very high MOTA and very low
MOTP. However, the performance of tracking decreases with the increase of the sparsity C, since the spatial continuity between neighboring slices gets poorer. On the
tested S200 image data, we can still get very high MOTA performance with C = 10.
This indicates that for this kind of FRC materials, we can actually perform a sampling with an inter-slice distance as large as 11µm without affecting much the fiber
micro-structure tracking and reconstruction. This is much sparser than the original
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1µm inter-slice sampling and can substantially save the cross-sectioning and imaging
time.
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Figure 6 MOTA performance the proposed methods using the greedy-search and globalmatching algorithms for fiber association, through three image sequences (tiles) under different sparsity C.

Tables 1 , 2 and 3 show the IDSW, MT and ML metrics of the proposed tracking methods under different sparsities. The performance shown in this table is the
average over all three test image sequences. We can see that, all the methods show
approximately increased IDSW, decreased MT and increased ML with the increase
of the sparsity C.
Figure 8 shows some visualized sample tracking results on Tile2 image sequence.
Table 1 IDSW performance of the proposed methods under different sparsity C. The performance is the average over all three image sequences.

IDSW
Kalman-Greedy
Kalman-Global
Kalman-Greedy-PV
Kalman-Global-PV

C=0
9.0
6.3
9.0
6.3

C=5
6.3
3.3
6.1
3.3

C = 10
596.6
209.9
57.2
54.2

C = 15
1162.4
937.9
126.4
89.8

C = 19
1100.5
999.1
186.6
133.0
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Figure 7 MOTP performance the proposed methods using the greedy-search and globalmatching algorithms for fiber association, through three image sequences (tiles) under different sparsity C.

Table 2 MT performance of the proposed methods under different sparsity C. The performance
is the average over all three image sequences.

MT
Kalman-Greedy
Kalman-Global
Kalman-Greedy-PV
Kalman-Global-PV

C=0
376.3
377.0
376.7
377.0

C=5
371.1
374.9
371.6
375.3

C = 10
309.2
337.6
357.2
362.5

C = 15
268.2
271.9
337.7
344.3

C = 19
307.5
297.5
339.2
339.8

Table 3 ML performance of the proposed methods under different sparsity C. The performance
is the average over all three image sequences.

ML
Kalman-Greedy
Kalman-Global
Kalman-Greedy-PV
Kalman-Global-PV

C=0
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

C=5
1.6
1.8
1.8
1.6

C = 10
3.9
5.4
4.4
6.4

C = 15
8.8
11.2
9.2
12.8

C = 19
1.5
1.7
3.7
7.3
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Image sequence

Sample tracking results

Slice 00

Slice 20

Slice 40

Figure 8 Visualized sample tracking results.

0.6

Other Tracking Methods

Existing multi-target tracking algorithms are mainly developed for tracking multiple
persons or vehicles from videos, or multiple cells from biomedical image sequences.
They can be generally categorized as recursive and non-recursive methods.
Recursive tracking methods estimate the state of the target in a new slice (frame
for video tracking) only using the information from previous slices that have been
processed. Typical recursive tracking methods include Kalman filters [9, 3, 17], Particle filters [5, 14] and non-parametric mixture Particle filters [19]. When tracking
moves to a new slice, these recursive methods first make a prediction of the state
for each target, such as target location and velocity, using the information from previous slices. They then detect targets in this new slice as observations, followed by
an association step that correspond the predictions and observations of multiple tar-
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gets. Finally, the posterior distribution of each tracker is corrected using the associated observation. These three steps of prediction, association, and correction are
recursively performed on each slice along the image sequence. The recursive methods are particularly applicable to online tracking tasks and are usually desirable in
materials science applications – we can adaptively tune the inter-slice distance for
cross-sectioning the next slice based on the tracking results from previous slices.
This may prevent the over-dense sampling in the cross-sectioning study and substantially shorten the required imaging time for reconstructing and characterization of
the underlying micro-structures.
Particle filters [5, 14] are also Bayesian filters following the prediction and corrections steps as shown in Eqs. (5) and 6). However, particle filters can handle nonlinear state transition and observation models, which extend the linear models, e.g.,
Eqs. (1) and (2), that are used in Kalman filters. The key idea of
 particle filters is to
represent the the required posterior density function p si | Oi by a set of random
samples (i.e., particles) with associated weights. This way, we can estimate the target
state on a new slice based on these particles and weights. These particles are usually
generated by Monte Carlo simulations. Using more particles, the Monte Carlo simulation better describes the underlying posterior probability density, and the particle
filter can approach better the optimal Bayesian estimate. In materials science, if the
micro-structures bear highly complex 3D shape, e.g., fibers with high curvature, we
may describe the state transition using a nonlinear model and then the use of particle
filters may produce better tracking performance. However, particle filter algorithms
use random Monte Carlo simulations and usually take much more computational
time than Kalman filters.
Non-recursive tracking methods assume the availability of the whole image sequence before tracking multiple targets over this sequence. In these methods, observations of multiple targets are first detected on all the slices and then linked across
slices along the image sequence for the final tracks. Graph model and algorithms are
usually employed for non-recursive tracking – each graph node represents an observation, each graph edge indicates a possible linking of the observations across two
slices, and the tracking along the sequence can be reduced to find optimal paths in
the constructed graph, given appropriately defined cost functions, such as maximum
a posteriori (MAP) [8, 22, 2, 15]. In [7], motion dynamics similarity is incorporated into the cost function, resulting in a non-recursive SMOT tracking method for
multi-target video tracking. In [12], a KTH tracking method is developed by searching shortest path in the constructed graph model and this method was successfully
used to track living cells along microscopy biomedical image sequences. In [13], a
CEM tracking method was proposed by optimizing a continuous cost function that
considers the detection, appearance, motion priors, and physical constraints of the
targets.
As mentioned in Section 0.2.3, one important component in the multi-target
tracking methods is the association. For recursive methods, association is usually
formulated as an explicit step which finds the correspondence between the predictions and the observations. For non-recursive methods, the association is implied in
the cost function and the optimization algorithm – the extracted paths find the as-
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sociations between the observations across neighboring slices. In many multi-target
tracking tasks, such as human/vehicle tracking, the targets to be tracked are of small
number, and they are spatially scattered or in different appearance [8, 22, 2, 15, 7, 13].
However, in materials science, the goal is to track large-scale (hundreds or thousands
of), crowded fibers with very similar appearance and shape in each slice. Therefore,
the association in fiber tracking is a more challenging problem than that in the other
tracking applications.
0.7

Summary

In this chapter, we introduced Kalman-filter based methods for tracking microstructures through microscopic image sequences of cross-sectioned material samples. In particular, we introduce the algorithms to track large-scale fibers from image
sequences of continuous fiber reinforced composite materials. The noisy observations of the fibers are first detected on each slice by combining image segmentation
and ellipse fitting operations. Each fiber is tracked by a Kalman filter consisting of
recursive fiber prediction and correction, following linear transition and observation
models. We introduce two algorithms for associating the predictions and observations of the large-scale, crowded fibers when the tracking moves into a new slice –
a greedy search algorithm and a global matching algorithm. Both association algorithms can handle false positives and false negatives in the fiber detection. Quantitative performance was reported on three sequences of a S200 material samples,
under different sampling sparsity. We showed that the proposed Kalman-filter based
methods can accurately track the large-scale fibers in this kind of material when the
sampled inter-slice distance is up to 11µm.
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